
	  

Bass Lines You Should Know:  Week 5 
 

Bass Line Played By Bernard Odum 
‘Cold Sweat’ by James Brown 

 
 
This lesson contains: 
 

• A Video Demonstration 
• A Lesson Outline Document 
• A Downloadable Mp3 Playalong Track 

 
I had to add at least one James Brown bass line in this series of “Must Know Bass Lines”. After all James 
Brown is the Godfather of Soul. The bass lines in his music are a must know for all bassists whatever level 
you are at. It’s really the birth of Funk and Groove Music. In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we study a lot of 
James Brown Bass Lines from the “Star Time” Box Set which really chronicles so much of his music 
throughout his career. In this lesson we will focus on an excerpt of the main groove and the bridge of the 
great Funk classic “Cold Sweat”. In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we are dedicated to helping and guiding 
you throughout your journey to creating your own voice on your instrument.  
 
There are a lot of systemized and structured courses designed to help you practice and think creatively.  
 
When transcribing I think It’s important to analyze anything against the harmony.  Doing this is an important 
step for you to get inside the players head and figure out where they were coming from in terms of the note 
choices they made. This way we can learn how to create our own lines and our own voice as a musician. 
 
About The Bass Player 
 
Bernard Odum was born in 1932 in Mobile Alabama USA. There is not too much information out there about 
this amazing and unsung hero of the Bass Guitar. He started playing with the great James Brown in 1956 
and worked with him full time from 1958 until the late 60’s when he and other band members walked out 
over a money dispute. During his time with James Brown he recorded and created some of the most 
influential Bass Lines to this day including. “I Got You (I Feel Good)” “Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag, It’s A Man’s 
World” and “I Got That Feelin”.  
After his stint with James Brown, Bernard Odum went on to play in Maceo Parkers band. 
 
Bernard Odum died in August 2004 at the age of 72 in his hometown. His legend will live on forever, 
continuing to influence and inspire generations of Bassists to come with his unforgettable bass lines, 
compositions and production.  



	  

 
“Cold Sweat” like a lot of other James Browns tunes consists of 2 sections, The Verse and the Bridge. The 
verses were generally open until the Cue for the bridge. James Brown would fine the musicians for making 
mistakes and missing his cues.  
 
Here is the entire Excerpt we are analyzing in this weeks lesson. 
 

 
 
All bass lines, Melodies and Solos that sound good, sound good for a reason. These reasons are basically 
broken down and dependent on a combination of 4 things: 
 

1. The Time Feel: (how the line is played and felt) 
2. The Dynamics: (If everything was velocity it would sound very robotic. We need our lines to 

have a human quality to sound musical) Aston “Family Man” Barrett’s sound is as important as 
the note choices he makes. Working on your sound is so important. 

3. The Chord Tones: (How these Chord Tones are Approached and if the right Diatonic Passing 
Tones are used in-between them, this is achieved by understanding and being able to analyze 
Chord Progressions correctly or just having really great ears and confidence) 

4. Confidence: (Confidence can give our lines the intention they need to give conviction to the 
music. Being tentative can really destroy the flow and energy of the music, which can have a 
knock on effect for the rest of the musicians and the listener. Studying and practicing can 



	  

really give us all the tools we need to feel good about what we are doing and enable us to let 
go of the fear so we can just play and enjoy. We have listened and absorbed music our whole 
lives, we already know and feel this stuff. It’s only our fears that make us feel we don’t) 

 
Analysis 
 
A Section 
 
Here is the A Section (Verse) This section would be open until the cue for the bridge. 
The A Section is played over a D7 Chord. 
 

 
 
Let’s look at this bass line bar by bar. 
 
A Section - Bar 1 
 

 
 

• Beat 1-2-3-4 contains only the Root and the 5th of the Chord. 
 
A Section - Bar 2 
 



	  

 
 

• Beat 1-2-3-4 starts out with the Root (D) followed by the 3rd degree (F#). From the F# the line is all 
about targeting the 5th degree (A) on the downbeat of Beat 4.  
 

If we choose D Mixolydian Scale as our Chord Scale of choice to use over the D7 Chord we can start using 
some of these notes as Diatonic Passing Tones in-between the Chord Tones.  

 
Bass Lines or Solo’s sound best when the Chord Tones are being outlined or approached with certain tools. 

 
Here is the D Mixolydian Scale along with a Fingerboard diagram. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

The notes in-between the Chord Tones in this D Mixolydian 
Scale give us out Diatonic Passing Tones. 
 
We can use these Diatonic Passing Tones to connect Chord 
Tones together. This helps to give our lines a strong sound 
and direction. 

In this case the line is targeting the 5th degree (A). 
The (G) is the Diatonic Passing Tone.  
 
The G# is considered to be a Chromatic Approach to Chord 
Tone.  
 



	  

In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we study these different Approach To Chord tone Patterns. Learning how 
to understand these approaches and how to use them in a musical and creative way can really add a lot to 
our own lines. We can really make these musical choices become instinctive and second nature with the way 
we practice. 
 
The last 8th note in Beat 4 is the C# which again is a Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone. In this case the 
Root (D) on Bar 3. 
 

 
 
A Section - Bar 3 is exactly the same as Bar 1. In the Strong Beat, Weak Beat concept in the previous lesson 
we discussed how the strength of the lines depended on which beat the Chord Tones landed on. This gives 
our lines tension and release. As well as the Beats the Bars can also be considered Strong and Weak. For 
example Bar 1 and 3 would be considered our “Strong Bars”. These Bars are a great place to establish the 
hook of the Bass Line by repeating phrases. It gives the line in its entirety a lot of strength and grounding. It’s 
this kind of thing that helps us really connect with what’s being played. This kind of symmetry in our bass 
lines makes us remember the song and hook. It also allows us to move away and play other themes and 
variations, when we come back to the line it give us and the listener a feeling of home by grounding the 
music. James Brown and his bassists were masters of this. 
 
A Section - Bar 4 is exactly the same as Bar 2. As these are considered “Weaker Bars” by our ears, it’s a great 
place for all these Passing Notes and Chromatic Approaches To Chord Tones. 
 
B Section 
 
On cue from James Brown the band would then move to the B Section (The Bridge) 
 

 
 
Like the A Section the B Section is a 4 Bar phrase only this time played over a C7 Chord. 
 



	  

B Section - Bar 1 
 

 
 

• Beat 1-2-3-4 contains only the Chord Tones the Root, the 5th and the b7th of C7 
 

B Section - Bar 2 
 

 
 

• Beat 1-2-3-4 starts out with the Root (C) followed by the 3rd degree (E). From the E the line is all 
about targeting the 5th degree (G) on the downbeat of Beat 4. This is exactly the same as Bar 2 of the 
A Section. It is just transposed down a Whole Step to C 
 

Like we choose D Mixolydian Scale as our Chord Scale of choice to use over the D7 We can choose the C 
Mixolydian Scale as our Chord Scale of choice to use over the C7  

 
 

Here is the C Mixolydian Scale along with a Fingerboard diagram. 
 

 
 
 



	  

• Beat 3 - 4 is the Diatonic Passing Tone (F) followed by a Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone (F#) to 
the 5th degree (G) of the Chord on Beat 4. 
The note B on the last 8th note is also a Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone to the Root of the Chord 
(C) on Bar 3. 

 
B Section - Bar 3 is exactly the same as Bar 1. 
 
B Section - Bar 4 is exactly the same as Bar 2. 
 
Turnaround 
 
A Turnaround is a section created to bridge sections together. In this case it’s a way of taking the B Section 
(Bridge) back to the A Section (Verse) 
 

 
 
Turnaround - Bar 1 
 
This line is coming off the C7 Chord and is basically using the 8th note upbeats to target the 5th degree (G) 
from the 3rd degree (E) with the use of Diatonic Passing Tones and Chromatic Approaches. 
 
Turnaround - Bar 3 
 
This time the line just starts from the (F) a Half Step up from E. The phrase is just developing for a dramatic 
effect. Again the target note is the 5th degree (G) with a Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone (F#) before it.  
 
Turnaround - Bar 4 
 
The section is put to a close with the target note and Chord Tone G (the 5th) on Beat 2. 
 
Recap 
 
When you break down this Bass Line you really can see why it sounds so great.  
 
 
 



	  

Some of the Techniques that make this Bass Line are? 
 

• Chord Tones  
• Strong Bar, Weak Bar concept 
• Diatonic Passing Tones 
• Approach Tones 
• Symmetry in the Rhythms and Pitches 

 
It’s really important to always find ways of maximizing your practice time. Don’t forget, you sound how you 
practice. In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we look at all of these different techniques that make our lines 
strong within our bass lines and solo’s. Please visit www.tonygreybassacademy.com for more information 
regarding our different creative lessons and courses. 
 
Listen to the original recording of this track pay attention to Bernard Edward’s sound.  
He has a very clear way of playing and articulating the groove. It’s all about the conviction and intention of 
the groove that really makes this a masterpiece.  
 
Once you understand all this stuff and can really feel it start experimenting with some of these ideas to 
compose your own grooves. Try playing variations along with the Playalong track. 
 
I hope you enjoyed this weeks Bass Line breakdown! Don’t forget that every Monday there will be a new 
video where you can try to guess the Bass Player and Track and an opportunity to win a free month inside 
the Academy along with some great giveaways from Fodera Guitars. 
 
Stay Inspired! 
Tony Grey 
 

  
 


